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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Todd Stannard
April 29, 2020 6:15 PM
Planning Department
Feedback For Sandy Point Campground Expansion

Hello Lacombe County Planning,
We are writing you today to give feedback of concerns for the proposed expansion of the Sandy Point
Campground. As owners in the Sandy Point Resort, and tax payers of Lacombe County we were very
disappointed to see the application for this expansion. Also we are sending this directly to you as we do not
trust that Deltaland will pass on concerns of the residents in an honest fashion.
Since our purchase in 2016 the growth of Sandy Point Resort has been slow, but to be expected with the
economy. The message from Delta lands sales staff at time of purchase even in the slow economy was the
golf course would be complete in 2 years and more amenities in the resort including a pool would be
complete in 2017. None of which have been completed and now the message is they may never be
completed, or may look different than we were originally sold on. We have learned really quick that Frank
Wilson and his project manager Lance will do and say anything to sell a lot and get people to calm down after
promises are not kept(lie thru their teeth) The annual condo association meetings are an absolute joke with
Frank Wilson and his Employees controlling the board and decisions. The residents cannot control themselves
with anger and disappointment from being lied to over the years from Deltaland over the Resorts
development issues.
Many of us made the investment are in this for the long haul, and take pride in our little community. But we
feel if the development does not continue in the Resort it will be nothing but a run down bankrupt trailer park
in less then 5 years. A cheaper alternative like seasonal lots would halt this development. We are always told
by Frank Wilson that Deltaland has to sell more lots to generate cash for the Resort and Golf Course‐ which
makes sense for the Resort development but the Golf course is a separate development?? But When we are
told no development in the resort and Private Campground is built very fast, and now a fish pond, oh and
garage packages that were never mentioned before. Still no money for the resort development as of the last
condo meeting. We were told a new phase would be roughed in this last winter, which did not happen and
now an expansion proposal for the private campground for seasonal lots. These seasonal lots will definitely
destroy any further investment in the Resort and hurt us current owners in the resort.
Can the beach area handle more people in the summer? The beach is overflowing on nice weekends during
the summer. The marina is the same way. It is a concern of residents that the way the marina and boat
launch are managed by Deltaland and Lacombe County and Alberta Conservation is poor. The channel is in
very poor shape and so shallow boats have damage every year, obvious poaching in the launch and marina
area and no party involved will step forward to help manage these concerns.
We could go on for hours on how bad this idea is for expanding the campground. Maybe it fits in the future
once the resort is large enough to be self sustaining and the developer Deltaland has finished the previous
commitments to its investors.
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So sorry this is so long winded but there are so many reasons this is bad for the investors of Sandy Point
Resort






Developer has not completed initial investment promises to resort residents.
Money is always said to depend on lot sales for the resort, but external to the resort Deltaland has lots of
money for development when initial promises not filled.
The golf course is still not done, most likely never done‐ or changed to something totally different then what we
bought in the area for.
The Marina area is so poorly managed with all the extra people.
The seasonal prices will take over and Destroy the chances of selling lots inside the resort, thus hurting us tax
payers investment and stall the resorts growth longterm.

If you want any clarification please reach out any time.

Todd and Krista Stannard
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cajun Paradis
April 30, 2020 1:43 PM
Todd Stannard
RE: Feedback For Sandy Point Campground Expansion

Hi Todd,
I can answer part of the question. All those listed items are connected to one wastewater and one water system. That is
required by County policy. These new campground stalls will connect to the existing systems.
As for ownership of the system and how it is split up, you will have the developer that question. It is a private entity that
is not operated by Lacombe County.
Cajun

From: Todd Stannard
Sent: April 30, 2020 1:33 PM
To: Cajun Paradis
Subject: Re: Feedback For Sandy Point Campground Expansion

Hi Cajun,
Thanks for the follow up call this morning. I do have one more concern/question for the County and
Deltaland.
To my knowledge there is one water source and one waste water/sewage collection. Between the Sandy
Point Resort, the campground, future clubhouse at the golf course, the public washrooms at the beach, and if
this seasonal expansion is approved who is paying for the up keep and disposal costs of these services? How
are they split between the 5 areas? Will Delta land be required to install a sewer treatment facility instead of
trucking sewage?
Thanks,
Todd
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Peter Caputo
April 30, 2020 8:54 AM
Planning Department
Sandy point campground development

Hi my name is Peter caputo I'm a lot owner at sandy point(#55) I am writing this email with a few questions for the
county of lacombe.
Although I am all for responsible development of the campground I do have a few concerns about parking and boat
launch use.
As you are already aware of the beach, boat launch and parking lot at the south end of the lake(aspen beach) becomes
ridiculously busy,
But their is usually someone there to direct and close the parking lot once they've reached capacity can we expect the
same at the sandy point boat launch? And because of all the extra traffic that is created by the campsite will additional
parking be added outside of the campsite or will it be just the parking stalls shown on the plan I recieved?
The concern I have for parking is because as it is right now when the beach gets busy people are parking along the road
which I feel is an unsafe scenario with people and children who walk down the road being forced out into the roadway.
Thank you for your time.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Lorraine O'Donnell
April 30, 2020 9:14 PM
Planning Department
Attn : Delta Land proposed expansion of Sandy Point Campground

Hello Cajun,
I had not yet hit send for this email when we chatted earlier today.
I was given your name and contact by Renee Lastala, a resident at our resort.
We own lot # 61 at Sandy Point RV Resort.
I would like to express my concern about Delta planning a further 290 seasonal camping sites at the Sandy Point.
They already have a campground that has increased the traffic and people quite substantially which impacts the marina,
our resort ( the gate is not always locked 0, and the traffic in our area.
Is there something in the initial proposal to Lacombe county that mandates them to keep the complex gated, as that is
the type of resort we bought into.
This new development of 290 campsites , will bring in more than double the traffic with campers alone, in addition the
further expansion of the RV resort.
I know this may not be of signifigance in this proposal, but in 2015 we bought into a “gated RV resort, we were verbally
told it had plans for the 18 hole golf course ready for 2017.
You confirmed there was indication in the initial application that the golf course would begin development when Phase
4 of the resort was complete.
This is not what we were told at purchase time – and our fault, we should have asked for something to prove they were
telling us the truth.
As well, are you able to tell me if their proposal for the golf course, club house and indoor swimming pool has been put
on hold or delayed by either Lacombe county or Delta Land or when it is now estimated to be completed ?
If I understand what we discussed, the golf course can be delayed until Phase 4 of the resort is complete – is there a
timeline for Phase 4 completion ?
There does not seem to be a limit to the number of people allowed in the beach space, like they have in the Provincial
park. This can be quite concentrated, as it is not that large of an area for so many campers and resort users.
I really feel the beach already is at capacity with day time users, and if they add more permanent seasonal
campgrounds, on top of the ones they already have in place, this may become a swimming/drowning issue.
The garbage is much more noticeable and with so many more people, and now the addition of the beach store, there is
definitely more wrappers and plastic straws (would be nice if we could mandate they sell paper or compostable at the
store)
I understand you are meeting with Delta land on May 14th to discuss this further, and that we are welcome to attend,
but with the COVID 19 you mentioned numbers would be limited.
Is there any way a Zoom meeting can be set up so any lot owners or land owners may be part of the discussions, and
hear their information first hand ?
If this is not possible, are we able to ask that at least our designated Resort representatives may be present so they can
get the information back to us.
Thank you for listening, and I appreciate any feedback you can give me.
Lorraine O’Donnell
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Connie Midgley
April 30, 2020 9:43 AM
Planning Department
Delta Lands development application for campground expansion

Hello,
In regards to the above noted development application, we are concerned about the numbers of people that will be at
the beach, at the marina and the traffic on the road. There is not enough parking as it is and the plans in our opinion do
not provide for enough parking.
What plans are there for sewage and water and what will be the impact to lot owners?
What benefit is there to us as lot owners verses the campers leasing their lot? To date many of the promises made by
Delta Land have not been completed. These unfinished projects are not complimentary to our resort:
‐ all trees were removed and none replaced which provides no wind coverage for us as owners
‐ the continuous plowing of the golf course with no vegetation creates black dust storms covering our property
‐ the fish pond is just a big hole and eyesore and somewhat of a liability
‐ the storage buildings have had no progress and again create an eyesore
‐ the office and store trailers are also not appealing to look at. Perhaps matching trailers would have been better.
Will the standards that we expected in a 4 star resort lifestyle as described on the Sandy Point Resort website be
compromised? We feel they already have been.
We are not in full support of this development.
Connie and Brian Midgley
Lot #87
Sent from my iPad
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Kara McKenzie
April 30, 2020 11:07 AM
Planning Department
Campground development

Hello,
We are owners at the Sandy Point resort and we have concerns on the development of the campground.
We are concerned about the traffic that the 290 sites would bring to the road into the resort, beach and boat
launch. Our other concern is the golf course is still not complete but Delta would like to start another project
without finishing the one that they started. We feel that this should not go ahead until the other projects are
completed.
Thank you,
Kara and Roderick McKenzie
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Barb Oppertshauser
April 30, 2020 1:22 PM
Planning Department
Sandy point

Hello,
I own lot #62 at Sandy Point we are expressing our concerns about the proposed 294 seasonal leased campground being
proposed. We are very concerned about the traffic this will cause on the main road and the road to our resort and
marina, we are also concerned about the beach and how this will become over crowded, and the marina will be a gong
show it is already to busy now in the summer and to add another 294 units will make it so that us in sandy point won’t
be able to use it, because not all of us can afford boat slips. I think that the resort tenants should of had their own boat
launch, we are pretty sure that was in our original purchase back in 2013. Not sure why a proposed seasonal
campground is allowed when the golf course proposed hasn’t even started, they need to finish off one proposal before
starting another, or be honest and just tell us they never plan to open a golf course. What will happen with the water,
waste water will us at the resort foot the bill for that to.So we do not think this is a good idea at all.
Thank you Barb Jeff Oppertshauser
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Domenic Lastella
Cajun Paradis
sandy bay campgrounds
April 30, 2020 2:26:12 PM

-Hi
I have a few worries in regards to this campsite .
1 Where is the water coming from ?
2 If it is the same wells as the condo acc do we have enough water ?
3 When it is time to repair anything in the water supply how will the costs be
split ?
4 When the filters need replacing what is the split ?
5 Parking at the beach area is their enough room
6 Parking at the boat launch are people going to start parking on the side of the
rd ?
7 Who is going to make sure this dose not happen ?
8 Where is all the sewage going ?
9 If it is going to our building how is the costs going to be seperated .
10 Is their a time table that when they begin to when it is finished ?
11 We have a hole in the ground for a fish pond is that gonna be finished or
filled in ?
12 Is their penalties if not completed
These are what questions i have looking forward to the answers
thanks
Domenic Lastella
Shipping Manager
Canam Group

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Renee Lastella
April 30, 2020 5:06 PM
Planning Department
Michael Lastella
Fwd: Delta Lands Application for Campground Expansion

Hello,
We are writing in response to the application from Delta Lands for the expansion of the
campground.
We have a property at Sandy Point Resort, lot # 41 - Michael and Renee Lastella
We have some concerns and questions that we would like to address:
1. The additional traffic that will be coming down the road - the application indicates 20-50
vehicles per day; however if everyone is coming in for the weekend, that number will be much
higher on those peak days such as on Fridays, Sundays, long weekends, etc.
2.The beach and boat launch will be extremely busy. Many people purchased at Sandy Point
because of the boat launch access. While we are all aware that this is a public boat launch, it
has become quite busy and lot owners often have to wait long periods of time in line-ups. This
will get much worse with the addition of 290 seasonal lots. Also would like to add that parking is
an issue at the boat launch given the amount of vehicles/trailers.

3. How will overflow parking at the campground be handled? On the drawings we do not see
much additional parking. Where will campers with multiple vehicles and watercraft be able to
park?
4. The application states that water & sewer will be connected to existing services. Is there
any information that proves that the existing infrastructure will be able to sustain the
maximum use over a long period of time? How will any maintenance, upgrade, etc. costs be
separated between the seasonal campground and the Resort?
5. The application indicates that measures to minimize or avoid any potential nuisances or other
conflicts with neighboring residents have been considered with the construction of the initial
campground. Can this be elaborated on? What types of measures are being put into place?
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6. A big concern we have is that Delta Lands does not finish projects that they start. There
are things in Phase 1 that are still outstanding such as the proper grading of the green spaces
for water drainage. This has been brought up to Delta Lands from the very beginning of the
resort opening and they still have not fixed it properly. It's always a work in progress, or
excuses that they will get to it, They dug a huge hole by the current campground for a fish
pond. That has not been finished for 2 summers. It's still just a big hole. They've been
'working' on the golf course, but nothing has been done except to move around dirt. There is
no commitment to when that will be finished. So what is to say that this campground expansion
will not be the same. That is will only partially be completed and then just be left unfinished.
7. How are staffing resources to be assigned? Currently the 2 on site Managers for the resort
are split between the resort, the campground, working on 'projects' for Delta Lands. Will this
still be the case? There is already questions about how much time they are working within the
resort so with new work outside of the resort, how are we assured that the Manager's time is
actually being devoted to work within the resort. How will that be tracked?
8. Security, there has been a lot of break ins within the areas over the years, what is being done from a
security perspective, this includes boat slip, storage area,
9. On warm days the beach is overwhelmed with parking, people are parking on the road. How will this be
managed with more campsites being added to the area?
10. Pedestrians, given this area is becoming its own community there are many people who are walking,
biking, roller blading. With the increase of traffic how will the roadways be managed for safety?
11. The channel within the boat launch is shallow because of the amount of traffic. This has been poorly
managed with boats being damaged because they are hitting rock bottom. How will this be addressed
with adding more traffic to the boat launch and water way?
12. Emergency/Contingency plan. Is there anything in place as to what that would look like for the
area if a catastrophe were to take place?

Thank you very much for your attention to these matters.
Renee and Michael Lastella
Lot 41, Sandy Point
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dave McMechan
April 30, 2020 5:27 PM
Planning Department
Development permit - Sandy Point Campground expansion

Hello,
Delta Land Co has applied for a development permit to expand the existing campground at Sandy Point. They plan to
offer 290 seasonal campsites if all four phases are completed. My concerns and considerations are as follows:
‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

As an existing property owner in the RV Resort I am concerned with the additional load this development would
have on the existing infrastructure. Can we be assured there will not be a negative impact on the water supply,
the sewage capacity and to a lesser extent the power consumption this development will create? Will there be
an increase in our costs due to maintenance and hauling of sewage? Do the existing water wells have capacity?
Will there be shortages in dry years?
Traffic increase on county roads and Sandy Point access roads. If this project completes there would be a
minimum of 290 extra vehicles using these roads throughout the period of campground operation (Stated as
May 1 – October 15). Those vehicles would be travelling the county roads for groceries, fuel, likely work
purposes and possibly in commercial vehicles, as well as increased traffic to the beach and marina. The Delta
Land proposal estimates 20 – 50 vehicles per day in the spring and fall as they haul their RV’s in and then out of
the campground but this really doesn’t reflect the actual numbers of vehicles using our roads throughout the
season.
Marina access – I assume many of the seasonal users will have boats or other watercraft. They would all launch
from an already very busy County boat launch. How will this additional traffic be managed? Is this a cost the
County Enforcement will cover? Where do the boat trailers park? There is hardly sufficient parking at the
marina and there doesn’t appear to sufficient parking available in or near the seasonal campground as shown in
the plans.
Beach usage and parking concerns – According to the Proposal, Phase 2 will have some storage and additional
parking BUT the Phase appears to cover the existing beach access road. Surely this is an error on the application.
You can’t close vehicle access to an already very crowded beach. As well, if there are four persons per site and
all 290 sites are completed and occupied that is over 1000 additional users to the beach area. This would be
very hard to manage and police. Are there sufficient washroom and playground facilities in the existing beach
area to support such an increase in usage?
Seasonal campground – by definition I assume this means one user (family) per site for the entire season. Please
do not allow the campsites to be rented for less that a full season. (May 1 – October 15) Renting for less periods
will increase the traffic flow, increase the risk of undesirable transients, and along with that is an increased
security risk. We also need to be diligent with controlling visitor traffic. What plans are in place to restrict
visitors? How many are allowed and where do they park? We already have a campground for overnighters and
short term users. The seasonal users should not be allowed for shorter periods and they should not be allowed
to ‘sublet’ their site to others.
Lot owners in Sandy Point Resort are concerned that additional projects such as this extension of the
campground will take away resources and money from the development of the Resort. There are numerous
projects that have been promised and not fulfilled, such as the golf course, the pool, expansion of ‘for sale’ sites
and other amenities that have not materialized. I realize we are in a difficult economy and a quick gain for Delta
Land could be the campground expansion but we need to hold developers to account for promises made in
previous development permits, not just in good times but in challenging times as well.

Thank you for your consideration.
Regards,
Dave McMechan
Site 107 Sandy Point Resort
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michelle Keats
Planning Department
Seasonal sites at sandypoint
Friday, May 1, 2020 10:04:45 AM

Attn: Cagun
We live at Sandy Point. We are concerned on the amount of traffic that this new development
will bring to the resort, road, beach and boats launch. Our second concern is the fact that delta
has projects on the go that are not finished.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary DeGrace
Planning Department
Sandy Point Resort Campground issues
Friday, May 1, 2020 10:51:27 AM

Good morning Cajun.
We are owners at Sandy Point Resort lot #96. We have concerns regarding the 290 lot
campsite that Delta Land is proposing. We feel projects that have been started and used to
entice us into buying lots out here should be completed before other costly projects are
started. Having a seasonal campground will add a huge amount of extra traffic on the main
roads along with the beach and marina areas. The fishing pond was a project started that sits
incomplete and used resources and funds I am sure. The golf course keeps getting pushed
aside and went from an 18 hole to possibly a 6 hole course. Is there even going to be a golf
course out here? The daily campground is getting used but never to capacity. What makes
Delta Land think that adding another 290 sites will bring revenue?
We have been lot owners for over 4 years and have a home on our lot. Every AGM meeting or
meeting within the park for the residents always lend up with the same outcome. No
questions are ever answered without side stepping and everyone has the same complaints
year after year. Who is on our side? Where is the accountability from the developers to fulfill
the promoted amenities they advertised?   
We are NOT in favour of this 290 lot campground moving forward. Lets make Delta Land
accountable to finish what they started with some time lines from the county in place.
Thanks for your time in the matter
Brad & Mary Church

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Erin Mennie
Planning Department
Sandy point seasonal lots
Friday, May 1, 2020 11:11:10 AM

Good morning
Just reaching out as I’ve been brought up to speed on the possible seasonal sites being planned by Delta land.
I personally feel as though the sandy point development has already take out too much of the trees and natural
landscape. They have pulled permits to do the golf course the food shack and have yet to follow up or complete
those tasks. In the desired location we have two bald eagles and many pelicans. We will just continue to lose more
and more of what we love the most. The nature and piece and quite of the lake. I feel the way it’s not being
discussed with lot owners is unfair as we do not get to voice our opinions or objections. Please consider not passing
this proposal as there are enough camping sites and seasonal lots on and around the area already.

Kind Regards
Erin Mennie
Northern Territory Manager
BJE Hospitality Solutions

Sent from my iPhone

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

J Wildeman
May 1, 2020 3:02 PM
Cajun Paradis; Jackie Wildeman
Resubmission - Delta Land's Proposed 290 Spot Campground Expansion

Att: Cajun Paradis & Lacombe County representatives.
This email is to address concern over Delta Land Co’s application for the development of a 290 spot campground
expansion at Sandy Point. As Sandy Point Resort property owners and Lacombe County tax payers, both myself and my
wife do not support this expansion development proposed by Delta Land. Sandy Point is a beautiful place, however,
Delta Land has been far from an honest developer who has continuously over promised on Sandy Point Resort
developments and under delivered. In most cases, hasn’t delivered at all. When my wife and I purchased our property
at Sandy Point Resort, we were told – and as publicly advertised – that there was to be a Golf Course, Club House,
Swimming Pool, Marina Fuel Station, etc. This is our forth year at Sandy Point Resort and the development of these
“promised” items continuously gets put on hold – as announced in our AGM’s – because of the claim that these
developments cost too much to complete. Delta Land Co has even tried to get out of these promised items by turning
the tables towards to Sandy Point Resort lot owners by telling us that if we want these things, we need to vote on them
rather than take accountability for their promises and naturally follow through. The fact that they aren’t delivering on
promises they made to Sandy Point Resort owners because of money, but yet are willing to now invest Millions of
dollars into another new development is offensive. Until such time that Delta Land Co follows through with their
promises at Sandy Point Resort to make it the place they advertised and within the timelines they promised (which are
currently far past due by the way), my wife and I will not support the proposed 290 spot campground expansion
development to the Sandy Point Campground.
Currently, the Sandy Point Marina is a disaster during camping season. The Marina is over populated with ignorant
public boaters and the banks of the Marina are overrun with illegal fishing. Both of which are rarely policed. This
chaotic environment at the Marina poses safety risks, property damage risks to Marina slip holders and the public, and
creates a toxic environment where people become aggressive and agitated with each other. The public beach is also
over populated during camping season with many of the public beach attendees having complete disregard for public
safety, cleanliness, social courtesy, and overall respect for the beach itself. Again, similar to the Marina, the beach is
rarely policed despite Lacombe County’s attempt to place a security guard at the lighthouse. Regardless of my attitude
and opinion towards Delta Land Co and their inability to complete projects and follow through with promises, the
current situation regarding the Marina and the public beach, is further justification for my inability to support the
expansion development of another 290 campground spots. Adding this new development will only contribute
negatively to an already existing problem due to the increased population of campers, boaters, and public campers.
If Delta Land Co wants to develop anything as a means of generating revenue while keeping development and capital
expenses low, why can’t they develop on an existing infrastructure that’s already there at Sandy Point Resort. They
should continue to develop lots at Sandy Point Resort and if they are concerned about the slow sales of the lots, they
need to think outside the box and not be so rigid. They could easily offer lease to own lots whereby – for example –
they could offer lots to people on a 3 or maybe 5 year lease. At the end of the lease, the lot occupant either uses their
lease contributions towards the price tag on the lot so that it becomes easier to finance through a lender, or they agree
to forfeit their lease contributions over that 3 or 5 year period and make the lot available for another potential
buyer. Additionally, if the concern for further developing of Sandy Point Resort is related to slow sales, invest in
following through with their promises and develop the golf course, etc, so that it actually attracts people to buy. It’s a
small community and if Delta Land Co thinks for one second that word hasn’t gotten around about the underwhelming
experience that Sandy Point Property Owners have experienced, then they’re truly blind. In addition to our current
economy situation, it’s possible that Sandy Point Resort lot sales are low simply because potential buys have heard the
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negative opinions about Delta Land Co in circulation. So maybe, just maybe, if they delivered on their promises and
things like the golf course and pool actually came to life and were completed, maybe people would be more enticed to
purchase.
We'd like to ask that you use this email of concern and non‐support in your decision regarding Delta Land's application
for the 290 lot campground expansion.
Regards,
Jarin & Jackie Wildeman
Sandy Point Resort
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jim Broatch
Planning Department
Sandy Point camping development
Saturday, May 2, 2020 3:14:37 PM

Hi Cajun,
I wanted to make a few comments regarding the development of more
camping spots at Sandy Point:
- I have no problems with this application by Delta Land.
- the numbers (290) do not concern me, as both Delta Lands development
of South View and North View would include much higher numbers overall
and likely those numbers (in South and North View) will not be
achieved in the near future in the current economic situation in
Alberta
- the camping numbers will really only be high during the
June/July/August periods, and i expected high numbers when the beach
was developed
- the increased use by campers will likely help support the golf
course development and use
- the province is going to reduce their parks/camping obligations to
try to get to a balanced budget, which in the future could rely more
on private development
- I'm hoping more use by campers and Sandy Point owners will result in
improved County development. This could include: 1).a fenced dog park
at the beach to put some limits on the dog situation. But I know there
are very few beaches allowing dogs and people enjoy having somewhere
to take their pets to cool down and swim. 2). the Regional Trail could
use more gravel/signing in the area around the beach, marina and burm
to the south of the marina 3). some interesting "things" like a
frizbee golf (similar to Anderson Park). on the east side of the lake.
Thanks for this opportunity.
Dr. Jim Broatch (retired).
Lot #37 at Sandy Point, South View.

Attachment D

OPERATIONS DEPARTMENT MEMORANDUM
DATE: May 1, 2020
TO: Cajun Paradis, Senior Planner
FROM: Bill Cade, Director of Operations
SUBJECT: Sandy Point Campground Expansion Development Application Review

The supplementary business form for the campground expansion at Sandy Point was reviewed
by the Operations Department with the following comments:
The cover letter states approximately 70 lots in phase 1 and a total of 290, while the site plan
states 69 lots in phase 1 and 290 overall.
The description of the business section contains vague, conflicting information. The most
significant area of concern is the mention of the existing beach and playgrounds, which are not
part of the development but rather on County reserve land.
Hours of operation are stated as May 1- October 15, 7 days a week, 7am to 10pm. While the
may be the office hours, the campground will be occupied with the potential for activity present
to occur 24 hours a day.
The traffic impact for phase 1 is estimated at 20-50 vehicles per day. According to The 7th
Edition of the Trip Generation handbook, a conservative estimate is 4 trips per occupied site per
day, with a peak of 10 trips per occupied site, per day. This equates to a range of 276-690 trips
per day for the first phase. When the project is fully built out, the traffic volume is estimated at
1160-2900 trips per day. This traffic will vary throughout the year, acknowledging weekdays and
colder months will have lower traffic.
The note that parking space already exists at the current campground and visitor parking will be
added per the site plan requires clarification. The visitor parking appears to be a very limited
amount for the number of campsites. There is no mention of provisions for extra parking that will
be required in locations such as the marina and beach for those who choose not to walk. As
these are the responsibility of the County, a joint discussion would be required.
The outdoor storage noted in the application falls partially on the road allowance. This leads into
multiple lot and road plan issues including:
• Storage on municipal reserve land
• Campground operator suit on road plan/ reserve land
No information around nuisance mitigation or discussions with neighbours. While it is noted that
nuisance mitigation was considered at the time of initial construction, there is no information
regarding implementation or success of these measures.
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Signage within the campground to adhere to County standards.
The internal roads and trails are shown on the plan drawings to be a graded gravel surface. As
per the County Standards manual, roads and trails are to be paved and include proper ditches.
For reference, drawings C-8 and C-9 are specific to campgrounds, while drawing F-1 applies to
trails.
The alignment of the access road to the beach and related amenities is shown to be blocked by
the storage area and operator suite. This part of the development requires reconfiguration to
ensure the road access to the beach area is maintained. As part of this reconfiguration, it would
be prudent to use this opportunity to re-survey and properly align all the property lines and
reserve land boundaries.
There are no noted drainage swales or ditches on the plan, though these could be accounted
for in the road construction when it is revised to meet County standards.
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